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Should Human Doctors be Replaced By Automated Ones?
Lesson plan for developing a Kialo discussion
Suggested length: 2 class periods (45-55 minutes each)
Lesson components:
● Opener (8-20 minutes)
● Activity
○ Part A: Exploring the Kialo discussion (focus of 1 class period)
○ Part B: Developing the Kialo discussion (focus of 1 class period)
● Optional closer (5-10 minutes)
Assessment
Student groups will be assessed on their contributions to the Kialo discussion.
(see suggested rubric)
Tips
Make sure that each student group has their own clone of the discussion to develop.
Opener (8-20 minutes)
1. Pose the following question to the whole class: “Would you prefer your medical
treatment to be in the hands of a human doctor or an automated one?” Conduct a
brief discussion of students’ answers.
2. Tell students that, according to the International Federation of Robotics, the
medical robots market is expected to be $12.6 billion globally by 2023. Split
students into pairs and ask them to discuss why medical robots might be gaining
such acceptance.
Optional extension (12 min.): Activate students’ knowledge by showing the
TEDed video “Will AI mean we no longer need doctors?”
3. Inform students that they will be put in groups and assigned a partly developed
Kialo discussion: either a “pro-automation” or an “anti-automation” discussion.
Explain that students will develop their assigned discussion to represent both
sides of the question.
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Activity
Part A: Exploring Kialo Discussions (1 class period)
1. Split the class into groups of 4-6 and assign each group either a “pro-automation”
or an “anti-automation” discussion. If possible, there should be an equal number
of “pro” and “anti” groups.
2. Go over Part A of student instructions and direct student groups to explore their
assigned discussion.
Part B: Developing Kialo Discussion (1 class period)
1. Go over Part B of student instructions.
2. Direct student groups to begin developing their assigned discussion clones. Give
students approximately 25 minutes to add 3 new claims each or about 15 per
group.
TIP: In the Kialo discussion, there is a default discussion task to add 3 claims.
You can change this in the “Tasks” tab of the Discussion Settings.
Optional differentiation: You can require students to not only link sources in
their claims, but to provide properly formatted academic citations in the
Quote/Note box.
3. Reconvene the whole class and go through each group’s new discussion.
TIP: New claims added by students will have a blue dot on their top-right
corner. This can make it easier to identify students’ contributions.
Optional closer (5-10 minutes)
1. Show students the fully developed Kialo discussion.
2. Compare the full Kialo discussion with the arguments made by students. Were
there any claims that all groups on one side missed? Were any claims especially
persuasive for the students? Conduct a class discussion around these questions.

